CHAPTER - 01
2 MARKS QUESTIONS ANSWER
1.

what is topographical survey. [2018-w- old 1 (a)]

Ans.

The survey which are show the natural features of the country & on the ground by their shapes and

positions are called topographical survey.
2.

State the basic principle of chain surveying ? [2018(w), 7 (iv)]

Ans.

Basic principles of surveying

3.

(i)

Working from whole to part

(ii)

To locate a new station by at least two measurements from two defined reference points.

State the fundamental difference between plane surveying and geodetic surveying.2016(w)1(b),2019-w-

1-A]
Ans.

Primary classification is 2 types.Plane Surveying :-

 In plane surveying the curvature of earth is not taken into consideration.
 The triangles formed by any three point is considered as a plane triangle and the angles are considered
to be plane angles.
2

 Plane surveying is carried out on an area of less than 250km .
Geodetic Surveying : In geodetic surveying the curvature of earth is taken into consideration. The line joining any two points is
considered as a curved line.
 The triangle formed by any three point is considered to be spherical and the angles are considered to be
spherical angles.
2

 Geodetic surveying is carried out over an area excluding 250km .
4.

What is cadastral surveying ? [2017 (w)-1-a]

Ans.

 Cadastral surveying, is done to determine the natural features of a country.
 It is devided based on land surveying.

5.

What is the relationship between one hectare and acre ? [2016 (w)2-a]

Ans.

1 hectare = 2.5 acre.

6. What is the formula of tempreture correction?2019–w-1-c
AnsCt = α(Tm-T0)L
where

Ct = correction for temperature
α=coefficient of thermal expansion
Tm=temperature during measurement in degrees centigrade
T0=temperature at which the tape was standardized in degrees centigrade
L=length of tape

7.what are accessories used for linear measure measurement?(2019-w-1-b)
Ans-Tapes,Steel Bands,Chains,Arrows,Pegs,Ranging,Rods,Ranging,Poles,Offset,Rods,Plumb Bobs .
CHAPTER - 02
2 MARKS QUESTIONS ANSWER
1.

What are the sources of error in chain surveying ? [2016(w)1(c),2017-w-7-b-new]

Ans.

Sources of error in chain surveying
(i)

Compensating Errors :-

1

Errors which occur in both directions and which finally tends to compensate are known as
compensating errors.
(ii)

Cumulative Errors :Errors which occur in the same direction and which finally tend to accumulate are said to be
cumulative errors.

(iii)

Mistakes :Errors occurring due to carelessness of the chairman are called mistakes.

2.

Name the different types of chain used in surveying. [2017(w) 1 (f)]

Ans.

Different types of chain used in surveying are (i)

Metric Chain

(ii)

Gunter’s Chain

(iii)

Steel Chain

(iv)

Revenual Chain

(v)

Engineer’s Chain

3.
What is the size of fieldbook &whatare its types? [2019(w)1(e)]
Ans. The book in which the chain or tape measurements are entered or sketched of detail points are recorded is
called field book.Its size is 20c.m.X 12c.m. Field books may be two types
I.
II.

Single Line
Double Line
5 MARKS QUESTIONS ANSWER

1.

In the measurement of a distance of 30m, the careless leader holds the forward end of the chain at 1m
too high and 1.1m out of line. Calculate the error in each case and also total error. [2015 (w) Q 3 (b)]

Ans.

Soln :-

length of the chain (l) = 30m
Angular error in direction = 
Displacement of the point on the ground
= l sin = 30 x sin 45 = 21.21m
Displacement of the point perpendicular to chain line
= l (1 - cos ) = 30 (1- cos 45) = 8.78m
 Total error = 21.21 + 8.78 = 29.99m
2.

A steel tape 20m long standardized at 150c with a pull of 10kg. was used to measure distance along a
slope of 4025’. If the mean temperature during measurement was 100c and the pole applied 16kg.
Determine the correction required per tape length. Assume co-efficient of expansion = 112 x 10
cross sectional area of tape E= 0.08cm2 and young’s modulus = 2.1 x 102kg/cm2 [2019 (w) q-3]

Ans.

Soln :- Given data
L = 20m

A = 0.08cm2

2

-7

per

TO = 150c

= 112 x 10-7 per 0c
E = 2.1 x 106 kg/cm2



PO = 10kg
Tm = 100c
(i)

Pm = 16kg.
Temperature correction, ct = (Tm - TO) x l
= 112 x 10-7 (10 - 15) x 20

(ii)

Pull correction, cp =
=

= - 0.00112m
(Pm - PO) x l
AxE
(16 - 10) x 20

= 0.00071m

0.08 x 2.1 x 106
(iii)

Slope correction, C = (1 - cos )
= 20 (1 - cos 4025’)
= 0.0594m
Total correction

= - 0.00112 + 0.00071
= 0.05940 = - 0.05981

3.

A base line was measure to be 160m long with a tape at a field temperature of 270C. The applied pull
being 15kg. The tape was standardized at a temperature of 150C with a pull of 7.5kg. If the designated
length of the tape is 20m, weight of 1cm 3 of tape = 7.85g. total weight of tape = 0.8kg. E = 2.109 x
106kg/cm2, sufficient of expansion of tape per degree Celsius = 11.2 x 10-6. Find true length of line.

Ans.

[2017 (w) Q2(c)]
Soln - Let A = area of C/S of the tape in sq.m.
Then A x 20 x 100 x 7.85 = 0.8 x 1000
A=
0.8 x 1000
= 0.05cm 2 = 5 mm2
(i)

20 x 100 x 7.85
Correction for Pull = (Pm - PO) X L
AE
=

(15 - 7.5) x 20 .
5.9 x 2.109 x 106

= 150 x 1000 x 100 = 1.422mm = 1.0014m
5 x 12.109 x 106
(ii)

Correction for temperature
= (Tm - TO) x L
= 11.2 x 10-6 x (27 - 150) x 20
= 12 x 20 x 11.2 = 0.0026m
106
Total correction per tape length = 0.0014 + 0.0026 = 0.004m
 True length of tape for measuring the line
= 20 + 0.004 = 20.004m
 True length of line = 20.004 x 160
20
= 160.032m

3

4.

Steel band [2018 (w) New] 6 (b)

Ans.

The steel band consists of ribbon of steel with a brass swivel handle at each end. It is 20m or 30m long
and 16mm wide. The graduations are marked in the following manner :-



The band is divided by brass studs at every 0.2m and numbered at every one meter. The first and last
links are sub-divided into centimeters and millimeters.



The graduations are etched as meters, decimeters, centimeters on one side and 0.2m links on the other
side.
The band is wound on an open steel cross or metal reel in a closed case.

5.

The length of a survey line measured with a chain was found to be 315.6m. Afterward it found that the

Ans.

chain was 8cm too long. What correct length of the line ? [2017 -1 –c(w)]
Soln :- Given data, true length of chain = 30m = L
Error in chain, e = 8cm = 0.08m, too long
L’ = L + e = 30 + 0.08 = 30.08m
Measured length = 315.6m
True length of line

= L’ x ML
L
= 30.08 x 315.6m
30
= 316.44m

6.

Surveyor measured the distance between two points on the plan drawn to a scale of 1cm = 40m and the
result was 460m. Later however he find the true distance between the points? [2016-5-b (w)]

Ans.

First Method
As the surveyor used the scale of 20m to 1cm
Distance between stations on map 460 = 11.5cm
40
As the actual scale of map 40m to 1cm
True distance on the ground = 11.5 x 20 = 230m
Second Method
True distance RF of wrong scale x measured length
RF of correct scale
=
1 . x 460
40 x 100
1
.
20 x 100
11.5
= 20 x 460 = 230m
40

7.

Explain causes and remedies of compensating and remedies of compensating and cumulative errors ?

[2019 -2-d –w-New],2018-w-5-b
Ans.

Errors in Chaining
Errors in chaining may be caused due to variation in temperature and pull, defects in instruments. They
may be either.
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1.

Compensating error - Errors which may occur in both directions and which finally tend to
compensate are known as compensating errors. These errors do not affect survey work seriously.
They are proportional to L where L is the length of the line such errors may be caused by
(i)

Incorrect holding of the chain.

(ii)

Horizontality and vertically of steps not being properly maintained during the stepping
operations.

2.

(iii)

Fractional parts of the chain or tape, not being, Uniform throughout its length.

(iv)

Inaccurate measurements of right angles with chain and tape.

Cumulative errors - errors which may occur in the same direction and which finally tend to
accurrreate are said to be cumulative. They seriously affect the accuracy of the work and are
proportional to the length of the line. The errors may be positive or negative.

3.

Positive errors - When the measured length is more than the actual length, the error is said to be
position. Such errors occur due to

4.

(i)

The length of chain or tape being shorter than the standard length.

(ii)

Slope correction not being applied.

(iii)

Correction for sag not being made.

(iv)

Measurement being taken with faulty alignment.

(v)

Measurement bing taken in high winds with the tape in suspensions.

Negative errors - When the measured length of the line is less than the actual length, the error is
said to be negative. These errors is said to be negative. These errors occurs when the length of
the chain or tape is greater than the standard length due to the following reasons.

5.

(i)

The opening of ring joints.

(ii)

The applied pull being much greater the standard pull.

(iii)

The temperature during measurement being much higher than the standard temperature.

(iv)

Wearing of connecting rings.

(v)

Elongnation of the links due to heavy pull.

Mistake errors occuring due to the carelessness of the chainmen are called mistakes. The
following are a few common on mistake.
(i)

Displacement of arrows - Once an arrow is withdrawn from the ground

during chaining.

It may not be replaced in proper position, if required due to some reasons.
(ii)

A full chain length may be amutted or added. This happens when arrows are lost or
wrongly counted.

(iii)

A reading may be taken from the wrong and of the chain. This happens when the tooth of
the tallty is noted without observing the central tally.

(iv)

The numbers may be read from the wrong direction, for instance a ‘6’ may be read as ‘9’.

(v)

Some numbers may be called wrongly fore example 50.2 may be called as fifty
two without the decimal point being mentioned.

(vi)

While making enteries in the field book, the figures may be interchanbged due to
carelessness for intances 245 may be entered instead of 254.

Precautions against errors :-
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The following precautions should be taken to guard against errors.
1.

The point where the arrow is fixed on the ground should be marked with a cross.

2.

The zero end of the chain or tape should be properly held.

3.

During chaining by the followr and leaders should always tally with the total number of
arrors taken.

4.

While noting the measurement from the chain, the teeth of the tally should be varified with respect
to the correct end.

5.

The chainman should call the measurement loudly and distinctly and the surveryor should
repeat them while booking.

6.

Measurements should not be taken with the tape is suspension in high winds.

7.

In stepping operations, horizontality and vertically should be properly maintaned.
LONG QUESTIONS ANSWER

1.

How chains are superior to tapes ? Explain the five different chains commonly used in field measurement.
[2017 (w) - Q1 (c)]

Ans.

The chains are superior to tapes due to the following reasons :-



Its length atters due to continous use, hence, it is suitable only for ordinary work.



Its length gets shortened due to bending of the links and gets lengthered by flattering of the rings.



Being heavier a chain sags considerably when suspended at its end.



It is only suitable for rough usage.



It can be easily repaired in field.



It can be read easily.
The chains commonly used in field measurements are :
Gunter’s Chain :It is 66 feet long and is divided into 100 links. Each link measures 0.66 feet.
Engineer’s Chain :It is 100 feet long is divided into 100 links. Each link measures 1 feet.
Metric Chain :-

2.

It is 20m or 30m long and is divided into 100 or 150 links. Each link measures 20m.
A steel tape was exactly 30m long at 200C when supported throughout its length under a pull of 15kg. A
line was measured will a pull of 10kg. applied to the tape at a mean temperature of 130C and found to be
810m long. The cross sectional area of the tape = 0.03cm 2, total weight of the tape = .65kg., for steel =
11 x 10-6/0C and E for steel = 2.1 x 106kg/cm2. Compute the true length of the line if the tape was
supported at every 10m during measurement [2019 (w) Q-3]

Ans.

Soln :- Given data
L = 30m

ML = 800m

TO = 200c



A = 0.03cm2

Tm = 130c



W = 0.65kg.

PO = 15kg

 = 11 x 10-6/0C

Pm = 10kg

E = 2.1 x 106 kg/cm
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(i)

Temperature correction, ct = (Tm - TO) x L
= 11 x 10-6 (20 - 13) x 30
= - 0.00023

(ii)

Correction for Pull tape length =

(Pm - PO) x L
AE

=

(10 - 15) x 30
3 x 2.1 x 106

= 0.000023

Combine correction = 0.0002
True length of tape = 30. + 0.0002 = 30.0002m
 True length of the line = 30.0002 x 810 = 810.005m
30
CHAPTER - 03
2 MARKS QUESTIONS ANSWER
1.

How many minimum no. of ranging rods are required for ranging a line both in direct ranging and indirect
ranging. [2018 (w), 1 (b)]

Ans.

Minimum 3 numbers of ranging rods are required for a ranging a line in direct ranging. Minimum 4 number
of ranging rods are required for ranging a line in indirect ranging.

2.

How ranging rods are different from offset rods ? [2016 (w) New] 2 (a)]

Ans.

Ranging rods are used to marking the position of stations while ranging a line.
The offset rod is also similar to a ranging rod. It is generally 3m long and is divided into equal parts of
0.2m. The top is provided with an open hook for pulling or pushing a chain through obstruction i.e, bushes
etc. lt is used for aligning the offset line and measuring short offsets.

3.

What is meant by ranging of a line ? [2017 -1-h-(w)]

Ans.

The process of establishing intermediate points on a straight line between two end points is known as
ranging. Ranging must be done before a survey line is chained.
6 MARKS QUESTIONS ANSWER

1.

With a neat sketch explain the operating principle of line ranger ? [2018(w), 2 (b)]

Ans.

Line Ranger : It is a small reflecting instrument used for fixing intermediate points on a chain line. It
consists of two right angled increases triangular prisms placed one above the other.

Suppose A and B are the ends of a line and C is an intermedIate point to be fixed on this line. Following
steps are followed for locating the intermediate point C.
Steps : The following steps are taken


Stand approximately in line near C and hold the line ranger at eye level.

7



Observe ray of light from A, which enters the upper prism, gets reflected from the hypotenure edge LQ
and enter the eye at right angle to AB.



Similarly, observe the ray of light from A, which enters the lower prism, gets reflected from the hypoten
use PM and enters the eye at rigth angles to BA.



Observe the images of the ranging rods A and B in upper and power prism at the same time.



If the point C is not in line with AB, two images will appear to the separated.



Move the instrument backward and forward at right angles to the line until two images apear one above
the other exactly in same vertical line.



The centre of the instrument defines the location of C on line AB.

2.

What is meant by folding and unfolding of chain ? [2017(w)-1-e]

Ans.

UNFOLDING AND FOLDING A CHAIN
1. Unfolding :- To open a chain, the strap is unfastened and the two brass handle are held in the left hand
and the bunch is thrown forward with the right hand. Then one chainman stands at the starting station by
holding one handle and another moves forward by holding the other handle until the chain is complelely
extended.
2. Folding :- To fold the chain, a chainman should move forward by pulling the chain at the middle. Then
the two halves of the chain will come side b side. After this, commencing from the central position of the
chain, two pairs of links are taken at a time with the right hand and placed on the left hand alternately in
both directions, finally the two brass handles will appear at the top. The bunch should be then fastened by
the strap.

3.

What do you mean by direct ranging and indirect ranging ? [2018-7-(i) (w)]

Ans.

1. Direct ranging :- When intermediate ranging rods are fixed on a straight line by direct observation from
end stations, the process is known as direct ranging. Direct ranging is possible when the end stations are
intervisible. The following procedure is adopted for direct ranging.
Assume that A and B are two end stations of a chain line, where two ranging rods are already
fixed, Suppose it is required to fix a ranging rod at the intermediate point P on the chain line in such a way
that the points A, P and B are in the same straight line, The surveyor stands about 2m behind the ranging
rod at A by looking towards the line AB, The assistant holds a ranging rod at P vertically at arm’s length,
The rod should be held lightly by the thumb and forefinger. Now, the surveyor directs the assistant to
move the ranging rod to the left or right until the three ranging rods come exactly in the same straight line,
To check the non-verticality of the rods, the surveyor bends down and looks through the bottom of the
rods, The ranging will be perfect, when the three ranging rods coincide and appear as a single rod, When
the surveyor is satisfied that the ranging is perfect, he signals the assistant to fix the ranging rod on the
ground by waving both his hands up and down, Following the same procedure, the other ranging rods
may he fixed on the line (Fig.).

2. Indirect or reciprocal ranging When the end stations are not intervisible due to there being high ground
between them, intermediate ranging rods are fixed on the line in an indirect way. This method is known, a
indirect ranging or reciprocal ranging. The following procedure is adopted for indirect ranging.
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Suppose A and B are two end stations which are not intervisible due to high ground existing
between them. Suppose it is required to fix intermediate points between A and B. Two chain men take up
positions at R1 and S1 with ranging rods in their hands. The chainman at R1 stands with his face towards
B so that he can see the ranging rods at S1 and B. Again, the chainman at S1 stands with his face
towards A so that he can see the ranging rods at R1 and A. Then the chainmen proceed to range the line
by directing each other alternately, The chainman at R1 directs the chairman at S1 to come to the
position S2 so that R1, S2 and B are in the same straight line. Again, the chainman at S2 directs the
chainman at R1 to move to the position at R2 so that S2, R2 and A are in the same straight line. By
directing each other alternately in this manner, they change their positions every time until they finally
come to the positions R and S, which are in the straight line AB. This means the points A, R, S and B are
in the same straight line (Fig).

4.

Method of testing a chain. [2016 -2-d(w)]

Ans.

TESTING A CHAIN :Due to continuous use, a chain may be elongated or shortened. So, the chain should be tested and
adjusted accordingly. If full adjustment is not possible, then the amount of shortening (known as ‘too
short’) and elongation (known as ‘too long’) should be noted clearly for necessary correction applicable to
the chain.
For testing the chain, a test gauge is established on a level platform with the help of a standard
steel tape. The steel tape is standardized at 200C and under a tension of 8 kg. The test gauge consists of
two pegs having nails at the top and fixed on a level platform a required distance apart (say 20 or 30m).
The incorrect chain is fully stretched by pulling it under normal tension (say about 8 kg) along the test
gauge. If the length of the chain does not tally with standard length, then an attempt should be made to
rectify the error. Finally, the amount of elongation or shortening should be noted (Fig.)
The allowable error is about 2mm per 1m length of the chain. The overall length of the chain
should be within the following permissible limits :

5.

Describe briefly ranging across a high grounds. [2017 -1-b-(w)]

Ans.

Follow question No. 3 of 6 mark [Ch - 3]
Indirect or reciprocating ranging.
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6.

What are the obstracles in chaining ? Explain any one with neat sketch ? [2018-2-b(w)2019-w-1-d]

Ans.

A chain line may be interrupted in following situations.
(i)

When chaining is free, but vision is obstructed.

(ii)

When chaining is obstructed, but vision is free.

(iv)

When chaining and vision are both obstructed.

Chaining free but vision obstructed
Such a problem arises when a rising ground or a jungle area interrupts the chain line. Here the end
stations are not intervisible. There may be two cases.
Case I
The end stations may be visible from some intermediate points on the rising ground. In this case,
reciprocal ranging is resorted to and the chaining is done by the stepping method.
Case II
The end stations are not visible from intermediate points when a jungle area comes across the chain line.
In this case the obstacle may be crossed over using a random line as explained below.

Let AB be the actual chain line which cannot be ranged and extended because of interruption by
a jungle. Let the chain line be extended up to R. A point P is selected on the chain line and a random line
PT is taken in a suitable direction. Points C, D and E are selected on the random line, and perpendicular
are projected from them. The perpendicular at C meets the chain line at C.
Theoretically, the perpendiculars at D1 and E1 will meet the chain line at D and E. Now the
distances PC, PE, PE and CC1 are measured from triangles PDD1 and PCC1·

From (1) and (2) the lengths DD1 and EE1 are calculated. These calculated distances are measured
along the perpendicular at D and E. Points D1 and E1 should lie in the chain line AB, which can be
extended accordingly.

2. Chaining obstructed but vision free
Such a problem arises when a pond or a river comes across the chain line. The situations may be lacked
in the following ways.
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Case I
When a pond interrupts the cham line, It is possible to go around the obstruction.

Suppose AB is the chain line. Two points C and D are selected on it on opposite banks of the pond. Equal
perpendiculars CE and DF are erected at C and D. The distance EF is measured.
Here, CD = EF (Fig.)
The pond may also be crossed by forming a triangle as shown in fig. A point C is selected on the chain
line. The perpendicular CE is set out at C and a line ED is suitably taken. The distances CE and ED are
measured.

Case II
Sometimes it is not possible to go around the obstruction.
(i)

Imagine a small river comes across the chain line. Suppose AB is the chain line. Two points C
and D are selected on this line on opposite banks of the river. At C a perpendicular CE is erected
and bisected at F. A perpendicular is set out at E and point G is so selected on it that D, F and G
are in the same straight line.
From triangles OCF and GEF,
GE = CD
This distance GE is measured, and thus the distance CD is obtained indirectly.

(ii)

Consider the case when a large rivee interrupts the chain line.
Let AB be the chain line. Points C, D and E are selected on this line such that D and E are on
opposite banks of the river. The perpendicular DF and CG are erected on the chain line in such a
way that E, F and G are on the same straight line. The line FH is taken parallel to CD.
Now, from triangles DEF and HFG.

The distance CD, DF and CD are measured. Thus the required distance ED can be calculated.
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7.

Chaining on sloping ground. [2018 -6-b(w)]

Ans.

Chaining on the surface of a sloping ground gives the sloping distance. For plotting the surveys,
horizontal distance are required. It is therefore, necessary either to reduce the sloping distances to
horizontal equivalents or to measure the horizontal distances between the stations directly. There are two
methods for getting the horizontal distance between two stations on a sloping ground, i.e.,
(i)

Direct method

(ii)

Indirect method

Direct Method :- In direct method horizontal distances are measured on the ground in short horizontal
lengths. Full length of a chain or tape is not generally used. Depending upon the steepness of the slope,
a portion of the chain or tape is used. Direct method is also, sometimes known as ‘stepping method’.
Indirect method :- The horizontal distance between two stations on a slopping ground may be any one of
the following methods:
By measuring along the slope and the angle of slope of the ground.
By applying the hypotential allowance to each chain length laid along the slope.
8.

A line CAB across a river A and B are on near and distance banks of the river respectively.
Perpendiculars AD and CE are 30.5 and 50.5m respectively. Such that B, D and E are in a straight line. If

Ans.

the chainage of A is 550.5m and AC = 45m, then Cal. the chainage of B.{2018-4-c-w}
Given date r AD = 30.5m
CE = 50.5m
CA = 45m
Chainage of A = 550.5m
In case of river
AB
= CA
x AD
CE - AD
=
45
x 30.5
50.5 - 30.5
= 45 x 30.5
20
= 63.6
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Chainage OB = Chainage of A + AB
= 550.5m + 68.26 = 619.125m
8 MARKS QUESTIONS ANSWER
1.

A survey line BAC crosses a river. A & C being the near and opposite banks respectively. A perpendicular
AD 50mtr. long is set at A. If the bearing of AD and DC are 35045’ and 280030’ respectively. Find the
width of the river ? [2017(w) Q7 (c)]

Ans.

The bearing of a line may be defined as the horizontal angle between the north direction and the line
measurement in a clockwise direction.
Bearing of AD = 35045’
Bearing of DA = 35045’ + 1800 = 215045’
Bearing of DC = 280030’
CDA = Bearing of DC - Bearing of DA
= 280030’ - 215045’ = 64045’
From ACD, we get
AD = AD tan 64045’
= 50 tan 64045’
= 106m
 The width of the river is 106m.

CHAPTER - 04
2 MARKS QUESTIONS ANSWER
1.

Draw conventional signs for cementary and pucka building ? [2018-4-a (w) New]

Ans.

Name Conventional sign

2.

What are the sources of error in chain surveying ? [2017 -1-g(w)]

Ans.

Errors in chaining may be caused due to variation in temperature and pull, defects in instruments etc.
They may be either

3.

(i)

Compensating

(ii)

Cumulative

(iii)

Mistakes

What is meant by reconnaissance survey ?2017-2-a-w
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Ans.

Before the Commencement of any survey work, the area to be surveyed is thoroughly examined by the
surveyor, who then thinks about the possible arrangement of the frame work of survey. This primary
investigation of the area is termed as reconnaissance survey.

4.

What are the conventional symbols of church and railway crossing ? [2018 -1-a(w)]

Ans.

5.

Define well - condition and ill-condition triangle ?2018-5-a-new

Ans.

A triangle is said to be well conditioned when no angle in it is less than 300 or greater than 1200.
A triangle in which an angles is less than 300 or more than 1200 is said to be ill conditioned.

6.

What is reference sketch. [2017 (w) 1 (a)]

Ans.

To take precautions against station pegs being removed or missed a reference sketch should be made
for all main station. It is nothing but a hand sketch of the station showing at least two measurement from
some permanent objects.

7.

What is meant by index sketch in chain surveying. [2016 (w), 1(a)]

Ans.

The neat hand sketch of the area which is prepared during recognizance survey is known as index sketch
or key plan. The sketch shows the selection of the survey work, it indicates the main survey work. It
indicates the main survey stations, sub-station, tie of triangles and the approximate position of different
objects.

8.

Why well-conditioned traingles are preferred in chain surveying ? [2017(w), 4(a),]

Ans.

Triangles which are very nearly equilateral such triangles are k/w as well conditioned triangle. A well
conditioned triangles should not contain any angle smaller than 300 and greater than 1200. Hence well
conditioned triangles are preferred in chain surveying.
6 MARKS QUESTIONS ANSWER

1.
Ans.

Examine whether a triangles having sides 156m, 103m, 256m is well conditioned or not [2018 (w), Q (6)]
Soln :- Triangles having sides 156m, 103m, 256m

B = 704’ = 0.99
C = 1800 - 10045’ - 704’ = 162011’
The triangles is an ill condition triangle.
8 MARKS QUESTIONS ANSWER
1.

Describe the field procedure of chain survey ? [2017 (w)-7-c]

Ans.

Unfolding :-
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To open a chain, the strap is unfastened and the two brass handles are held in the left hand and the
bunch is thrown forward with right hand. The one chainman stands at the stating station by holding one
handle and another moves forward by holding the other handle until the chain is completely extended.
Ranging : In this process first we have to mark stations in the field.
 Ranging may done in two process.
o

Direct Ranging [when intermediate rods are fixed on a straight line]

o

Indirect Ranging [for undulating ground]

o

The distance between ranging rods are measured with the help of chain.

o

At the place of ranging rod for working more station we can use Arrows.

When the field is surveted after folding of chain is done.
Folding of Chain :To fold the chain, a chainman should move forward by pulling the chain at the middle. Then the two
halves of the chain will come side by side. After this, commencing from the central position of the chain,
two pairs of link are taken at a time with the right hand and placed on the left hand alternatively in both
directions. Finally, the two brass handles will appear at the top. The bunch should be then fastened by the
strap.
CHAPTER - 05
2 MARKS QUESTIONS ANSWER
1.

What is fore bearing and back bearing ? [2018 -5-c (w)]

Ans.

The bearing of a line on the direction of the progress of survey is called fore bearing (F.B.)
While the bearing in the opposite direction of the progress of survey is known as back bearing (B.B).

2.

Convert the following W.C.B. to Q.B. (2017-w-4-b)
(i)
160025’
=
S 19035’ E
(ii)
(iii)

285050’
15045’

=
=

N 74010’ W
N 15045’ E

3.

203030’
=
S 23030’ W
Difference betn prismatic compass and surveyer’s compass ? [2018(w) 1 (h)]

Ans.

Prismatic Compass :-

(iv)

The magnitude needle is broad needle types but does not act as an inder.
 The graduations are in W.C.B. system having ‘O’ at South.
 Tripod may or may not be provided. The instrument may be used even by bolding in hand.
Surveyer’s Compass : The magnetic needle is of edge bar type and also act as an idex.
 The graduation are in Q.B. system, have ‘O’ at North and Soth and 900 at East.
4.
The bearing of line AB and AE are 2100 and 700 respectively calculate the interior angle A.(2016-1-a)
Ans.
Interior angle = 1200 - 700
= 1400
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6 MARKS QUESTIONS ANSWER
1.

Define W.C.B. and Q.B. in compass survey ? [2017-3-a- (w)]

Ans.

Whole circle bearing (W.C.B.) :The magnetic bearing of a line measured clockwise from the north pole towards the line, is known as the
‘while circle bearing’, of that line. Such a bearing may have any value between 0 and 3600.It is obtained
by prismatic compass Ex. - WCB of AB = 1
WCB of AC = 2
Quadrantal bearing (QB) :The magnetic bearing of a line measured clockwise and anticlockwise from the north pole or south pole
[whichever is nearer the line] towards east or west. Ex. - QB of AB = N1E

2.

Explain the various sources of error in compass ? [2017- 7-b-(w)]

Ans.

SOURCES OF ERROR IN COMPASS
The following are the kinds of error which may occur while taking readings with a compass :(i)

Instrumental Errors :(a)

The needle may not be perfectly straight and might not be balanced properly.

(b)

The pivot point may be eccentric.

(c)

The graduations of the ring may not be uniform.

(d)

The ring may not rotate freely on account of the pivot point being blunt. This may occur
due to the head of the pivot being broken because of careless handling.

(ii)

(iii)

(e)

The sight vane may not be vertical.

(f)

The horse hair may not be straight and vertical.

Personal Errors :(a)

The centring may not be done perfectly over the station.

(b)

The graduated ring may not be levelled.

(c)

The object might not be bisected properly.

(d)

the readings may be taken or entered carelessly.

(e)

The observer may be carrying magnetic substances.

Other Sources of Error :(a)

There may be local attraction due to the presence of magnetic substances near the
station.

3.

The following fore bearing and back bearing were observed while travelling an area with a compass.
Line
PQ

FB
44030’

RS

124030’
18100’

SP

289030’

QR

BB
226030’
303015’
100’
108045’

At what station do you suspected local attraction ?(2019-w-5)
Find corrected bearing of line and also calculate all the interior angles of the traverse ?
Ans.

Line
AB

FB
44030’

BC

124030’

BB
226030’
303015’
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Difference
18200’
178045’

CD
DA

18100’
289030’

100’
108045’

18000’
180045’

It is found that the different of FB and BB of line CD is exactly 1800. Therefore CD are free from local
attraction. Therefore FB and BB of line CD, FB of line DA and BB of line BC are correct.
Correct FB of line DA = 289030’
True BB of line DA = 289030’ - 18000’ = 109030’
 Error at A = 108045’ - 109030’ = 0045’.
Correction at A = +45’
True BB of line AB = 45015’ + 18000’ = 225015’
Error at B 226030’ - 225015’ = 1015’
Correction at B = - 1015’
True FB of line BC = 124030’ - 1015’ = 123015’
Line
AB

FB
45015’

CD

123015’
18100’

DE

289030’

BC

BB
225015’
303015’
100’
109030’

8 MARKS QUESTIONS ANSWER
1.

The following bearing were observed in a closed traverse ABCDA. Find the stations affected by local

attraction. Calculate the corrected bearings. [2018 (w) Q3-c]
Line

FB

BB

AB

124030’
68015’

304030’
24600’

DA

310030’
200015’

135015’
17045’

Line

FB

BB

AB

124030’
68015’

304030’
24600’

310030’
200015’

135015’
17045’

BC
CD

Ans.

BC
CD
DA
True bearing of AB = 124030’
Back bearing of AB = 304030’

 Difference of bearing = 304030’ - 124030’ = 18000’
Station A and B are free from local attraction.
FB of BC = 68015’ is correct
Correct BB of BC = 68015’ + 1800 = 248015’
Observed BB of BC = 24600’
Error = Observed bearing - True bearing
= 24600’ - 248015’ = -2015’
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Difference
18000’
177045’
175015’
182030’

Corrected FB of CD = Observed + Correction
= 310030’ - 2015’ = 312045’
Corrected BB of CD = 312045’ - 18000’ = 132045’
Error at D = 135015’ - 132045’ = +2030’
Corrected FB of DA = Observed bearing - Correction
= 200015’ - 2030’ = 197045’
The correct FB and BB of lines are tabulated under
Line

FB

BB

AB

124030’
68015’

304030’
24600’

310030’
200015’

135015’
17045’

BC
CD
DA
Calculation of included angles

= The difference in bearing of AB and AD
= 124030’ - 17045’ = 106045’
The included angle B
= The difference in bearing of BC and BA
= (68015’ + 3600) - (304030’) = 123045’
The included angle C
= The difference in bearing of CD and CB
= 312045’ - 248015’ = 64030’
The included angle D
= The difference in bearing of DA and DC
= 197045’ - 132045’ = 6500’
Check
Included angle A + included angle B + included angle C + included angle D
= 106045’ + 123045’ + 64030’ + 6500’ = 3600
2.

Draw the neat sketch of a prismatic compass showing the following parts and briefly explain their
functions. [2017 q-5-b(w)]

Ans.

(i)

Magnetic Needle

(ii)

Brake Pin

(iii)

Pivot

(iv)

Agate Cap

The prismatic compass
In this compass, the reading are taken with the help of a prism. The following are the assenting parts of
the compass.
(i)

Compass Box :The compass box is circular metallic box (The metal should be non magnetic) of diameter 8 to
10cm. A pivot with a sharp point is provided the centre of the box.

(ii)

Magnetic Needle and Graduated Ring :-
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The magnetic needle is made of a broad magnetized iron bar. The bar is pointed at both ends.
The magnetic needle is attached to a graduated aluminum ring.
The ring is graduated from 00 to 3600 clockwise, and the graduations begin from the
south end of the needle. Thus 00 is marked at south, 900 at the west, 800 at the north and 2700
at the east. The degrees are again subdivided into half digress. The figures are written upside
down. The arrangement of the needle and ring contains and agate cap pivoted on the central
pivot point. A rider of brass of silver coil is provided with the needle to counter balance its dip.

(iii)

Sight vane and prism :The sight vane and the reflecting prism are fixed diametrically opposite to the box. The sight vane
is hinged with the metal box and consists of a horse hair at the centre. The prism consist of a
sighting slit at the top and two small circular holes, one at the bottom of the prism and the other at
the side of the observer’s eye.

(iv)

Adjustable Mirror :Mirror is provided with the sight vane. The mirror can be powered or raised, and can also be
inclined. If any object is too low or too high with respect to the line of sight the mirror can be
adjusted to observe it through reflection.

(v)

Brake Pin :A brake pin is provided just at the base of the sight vane. If pressed gently it stops the oscillations
of the ring.

(vi)

Lifting Pin :A lifting pin is provided just below the sight vane. When the sight vane is folded, it presses the
lifting pin. The lifting pin then lifts the magnetic needle out of the pivot point to prevent damage to
the pivot head.

(vii)

Glass Cover :A cover is provided on top of the box to protect the alumunium ring from dust.

[Prismatic Compass Diagram]
3.

The magnetic bearing of a line AB is 125025’. Find out its true bearing if magnetic declination of ‘A’ is
(i) 9035’W (ii) 5030’ E [2016 (w) Q7 (b)]

Ans.

Soln :- Magnetic bearing of line AB = 125025’
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(i)

Declination of A = 9035’ w
Bearing of line AB = MB - declination
= 125025’ - 9035’

(ii)

= 115050’
Declination at A is 5030’E
 True bearing of line AB = MB - declination
= 125025’ - 5030’ = 130055’

4.

A closed traverse is conducted with five stations A, B, C, D & E taken in anticlock wise order, in form of
regular pentagon. If the FB of AB is 3000’. Find FB of the other side. [2017 (w) Q2 (d)]

Ans.

Solution :-

Interior angle of pentagon = (2N - 4) x 900 = 5400 = 1080
5
5
FB of AB = 3000’
FB of BC = BB of AB + B
= (3000’ + 18000’) + 10800’
= 21000’ + 10800’ = 31800’
FB of CD = BB of BC + C
= (31800’ + 18000’) + 10800’
= 13800’ + 10800’ = 24600’
FB of DE = BB of CD + D
= (24600’ + 18000’) + 10800’
= 6600’ + 10800’ = 17400’
FB of EA = BB of DE - exterior E
= (17400’ + 18000’) - (36000’ + 10800’)
= 10200’
5.

Explain the bowditch method of correcting traverse vehicle plotting it. [2017 (w)q-6-b]

Ans.

When a closed traverse is plotted, the finishing and starting points may not coincide. The distance by
which the traverse fails to close is said to be the closing error. Such an error may occur due to mistakes
made in the measurement of lengths and hearings of the lines, or because of an error in plotting.
If the closing error exceeds a certain permissible limit, the field work should be repeated. But
when the error is within the permissible limit, it is adjusted graphically by Bowditch’s rule as explained
below.
Suppose a traverse AB1C1D1E1A1 is plotted according to any suitable scale (RF = 1/400) (Fig.).
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In this case, the traverse fails to close by a distance AA1. which is the closing error.
To adjust this error, a horizontal AA1 is drawn to represent the perimeter of the traverse to another scale
(RF = 1/2,000). On this line. distances AB1, B1C1, C1D1. D1E1 and E1A1 are set off according to the
corresponding measured lengths of the traverse legs. A perpendicular Ala is drawn equal to the amount of closing
error, after which the line Aa is drawn. From the points B1, C1, D1 and E1, the lines B1b, C1c. D1d and E1e are
drawn parallel to A1a (Fig.). These intercepts represent the amount by which the respective stations are to be
shifted.
In Fig., lines are drawn parallel to the closing error through stations B1, C1, D1 and E1. Then the
intercepts B1b. C1c, D1d and E1e are set off along the parallel lines drawn through the respective stations. In this
manner, the adjusted traverse ABCDEA is obtained.
Limits of closing error :- The angular enor of closure should not exceed 15' N mins, where N is the
number of sides of the traverse.
Relative closing error =

amount of closing error
perimeter of traverse

The value should not exceed 1/600.
By this rule, the total error in latitude (departure) is distributed in proprtion to the lengths of the traverse
legs. This is the most common method of traverse adjustment.
(i)

Correction to latitude of any side
=

Length of that side

x total error in latitude

Perimeter of traverse
(ii)

Correction to departure cf any side
=

Length of that side

x total error in depature

Perimeter of traverse
6.

The following bearings were observed in traversing with a compass. At what station do you suspect local
attraction ? Correct the bearings. [2019-w q-5]
Line
AB
BC
CD
DE
EA

F.B.
48025’

B.B.
230000’

177045’
104015’

356000’
284055’

165015’
259030’

345015’
79000’

Calculate also true bearing if the declination was 1030’E ?
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Ans.

Given data
Line
AB
BC
CD
DE
EA

F.B.
48025’

B.B.
230000’

177045’
104015’

356000’
284055’

165015’
259030’

345015’
79000’

Fore bearing of DE = 165015'.
Back bearing of DE = 345015'.
 Difference of bearing = 345015' - 165015' = 180000'.
 Stations D and E are free from local attraction.
Fore bearing of EA = 259030' is correct
Correct BB of EA = 259030' - 1800 = 79030'
Observed back bearing = 790
Error = Observed bearing - true bearing
= 790 - 79030' = - 30'.
 Correction at A = + 30'
Correct FB of AB = Observed bearing of AB
correction = 48055' + 30' = 45055'
Correct BB of AB = 48055' + 1800 = 228055'
Obserted BE of AB = 230000'
Error at B = 2300 - 228055' = 105"
Correct at B = -105".
Correct FB of BC = 177045' - 105" = 176040"
Correct BB of BC = 176040' - 1800 = 356040'
Observed BB of BC = 35600'
Error = obversed bearing - true bearing
= 35600' - 356040' = -400
Correct at C = + 40'
Correct FB ot CD = 1040150’ + 40’ = 104055’
Correct BB at CD = 104055’ + 1800 = 284055’
Line
AB
BC
CD
DE
EA

FB
48055'
176040'
104055'
165015'
259030'

BB
228055'
356040'
284055'
345015'
79030'

Declination
+1030'

True FB
50025’

True BB
230025’

+1030'
+1030'

178010’
106025’

358010’
286025’

+1030'
+1030'

166045’
261000’

346045’
81000’

CHAPTER - 06
2 MARKS QUESTIONS ANSWER
1.

What doyou mean by azimuth?[2019, 1 (f)]
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Ans. In land navigation, azimuth is usually denoted alpha, α, and defined as a horizontal angle measured clockwise from a
north base line or meridian. Azimuth has also been more generally defined as a horizontal angle measured
clockwise from any fixed reference plane or easily established base direction line

2.

How would you detect the presence of local attraction in an area ? [2019 (w) 1 (g)]

Ans.

The presence of local attraction at any stations may be detected by observing the bare and back hearings
of the line. If the difference between fore and back bearing is 1800, both ends stations are free from local
attraction.

3.
Ans.

What is the difference between triangulation and traversing ? [2016 (w) 1 (g)]
The traversing in which traverse legs are measured by direct chaining on the ground and the traverse
angle at every traverse station is measured with a theodolite is known as compass is known as compass
traversing.
Triangulation is the process of measuring the angles of a chain or networks of triangles farmed by
stations marked on the surface of earth.

4.

Differentiate between open traverse and closed traverse. [2017-w-3(a)]

Ans.

Open Traverse :The traverse which neither returns to it’s starting station nor closes at any other known station is called an
open traverse.

Closed Traverse :The traverse which neither originates from a station and returns to the same station completing a circuit
or rum between two known station is closed a closed traverse.

5.

Define fore bearing and backing bearing ? [2019(w) 1 (h)]

Ans.

The bearing of a line on the direction of the progress of survey is called for bearing. (F.B.)
While the bearing in the opposite direction of the progress of survey is known as back bearing (B.B).
6 MARKS QUESTIONS ANSWER

1.

Draw comparision between chain surveying and compass surveying. [2017(w)Q2(c)]

Ans.

Chain Surveying :In chain surveying the area to be surveyed is divided into a number of small triangles which should be
well conditioned. In chain surveying the sides of the triangles are measured directly on the field by chain
or tape and no angular measurements are taken. The fie lines and check lines control the accuracy of
work. This method is suitable for fairly level ground covering small areas.
Compass Surveying :-
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In compass surveying the frame work consist of a number of connected lines. The lengths are measured
by chain or tape and the direction indentified by compass. This method is suitable when the area is large,
undulating and crowded with many details.

2.

What is local attraction ? How it is detected ? [2017(w)7]

Ans.

Local attraction :- A magnetic needle indicates the north direction when freely suspended or pivoted. But
if the needle comes near some magnetic substances, such as iron ore, steel structures, electric cables
conveying current; etc. it is found to be deflected from its true direction, and does not show the actual
north. This disturbing influence of magnetic substances is known as ‘local attraction’.
To detect the presence of local attraction, the fore and back bearings of a line should be taken. If
the difference of the fore and back bearings of the line is exactly 1800, then there is no local attraction.
If the FB and BB of a line do not differ by 1800, then the needle is said to be affected by local
attraction, provided there is no instrumental error.
To compensate for the effect of local attraction, the amount of error is found out and is equally
distributed between the fore and back bearings of the line.
For example, consider the case when
Observed FB of AB = 60030'
Observed BB of AB = 24000'
Calculated BB of AB = 60030° + 18000' = 240030'
 Corrected BB of AB = 1/2 (24000' + 240030') = 240015’
Hence, Corrected FB of AB = 240015' - 18000' = 60015'

CHAPTER - 07
2 MARKS QUESTIONS ANSWER
1.

State Simpson’s Rule. [2017(w)5(a),2018-Q-2-A]

Ans.

Simpson’s Rule :The rules state that “To the sum of the first and last ordinates, add twice the sum of the remaining odd
ordinates and fours times the sum of the even ordinates multiply the total sum by one third the common
distance between the ordinates, the result gives the required area,
Area = d [h1 + 2 (h3 + h5 + h7 + ........) + 4 (h2 + h4 + .......... + hn)OR
3

.

Simpson’s Rule :Total area = Common distance
3
(1st ordinate + last ordinate) + 4 (sum of even ordinate)
+2 (sum of remaining odd ordinates)
Trapezoidal Rule :Total area = d (1st ordinate + last ordinate) + 2 (sum of other ordinate)
2

3.

What is the limitation of simpson’s rule in calculating the area ?2017-Q-1-A

Ans.

(i)

The simpson’s rule is applicable only of the member of ordinate in odd.

(ii)

Even if first or and last ordinate happens to be zero, these are not emitted from the simpson’s
rule.
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6 MARKS QUESTIONS ANSWER
1.

The following offsets were taken at 15m intervals from a survey line to an irregular boundary line.
1.85, 2.35, 4.20, 5.30, 6.80, 5.65, 4.85, 3.75, 2.65, 1.95
Calculate the area enclosed between the survey line, the irregular boundary line and the first and last
offsets by

Ans.

(i)

The trapezoidal rule

(ii)

Simpson’s rule [2018 (w) Q4 (B)]

Soln :- Common distance = 15m
(i)

By Trapezoidal Rule :The area = d (1st offset + last offset + 2 x sum of remaining offsets)
2
= d [1.85 + 1.95 + 2 x (2.35 + 4.20 + 5.3 + 6.8 + 5.65 + 4.85 + 3.75 + 2.65)]
2
= 651.75m2

(ii)

By Trapezoidal Rule :The area A = d [h1 + h10 + 2 (h3 + h5 + h7 + h9) 4 (h2 + h4 + h6 + h8)]
2
= 15 [1.85 + 1.95 + 2 x (4.20 + 6.8 + 4.85 + 2.65)] + 4 x (2.35 + 5.3 + 5.65 + 3.75)]
3
= 5 (1.85 + 1.95 + 37 + 68.2) = 545m 2
8 MARKS QUESTIONS ANSWER

1.

The following offsets were taken from a chain line to a hedge.
Distance in m

0

10

20

30

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

Offset in m
0
2 2.5 2.2
3
3.4 2.8 2.6 3.2 2.9 2.7
Calculate the area enclosed between the chain line and hedghe by simpson’s rule. [2019, Q-6]
Ans.

As per simpson’s rule
Area A = d (sum of the first and last offset + 2 x sum of odd offsets) + 4 x (sum of over offsets)]
3
Area from Om to 40m
A = 10 [0 + 3 + 4 (2 + 2 + 2) + (2 x 2.5)]
3
= 3.33 [3 + 5 + 16.8]
= 82.58
A = 20 [3 + 2.7+ 2 (2.8 + 3.2) + 4 (3.4 + 2.6 + 2.9)]
3
= 6.66 [3 + 2.7 + 12 + 35.6]
= 354.97
 The area enclosed between the chain line and hedge = 82.58 + 354.97 = 437.55m 2

2.

State and explain with sketches the trapezoidal rule. Simpson’s rule and ordinate rule. What are the
limitations of trapezoidal rule and simpson’s rule ? [2017 Q-7-B(w)]

Ans.

The area enclosed between a straight are drawn on the plan and an irregular boundary line may be
determined by the following methods
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(i)

Mid-Ordinate Rule

(ii)

Trapezoidal Rule

(iii)

Simpson’s Rule

(i)

Mid-Ordinate Rule :In this method a base line AB is divided into a no. of equal parts of ordinates are drawn at the
mid-points of each division.

If L = Scaled length of the base line AB.
n = No. of divisions of the base line.
d = Common distance between the oridnate.
h1....h2.......hn etc. = scaled lengths of the ordinates at the mid points at each divisions.
The area of the plot
= (h1 + h2 + h3 + ........ + hn) x d.
(ii)

Trapezodial Rule :The rule states that, “To the sum of the first and last ordinates, and twice the sum of the
remaining ordinates. Multiply the total sum by the common distance between the ordinate half of
the product equals to the required area”.
Assumption : It is assumed that the ends of ordinates are joined by straight lines.

intervals between the consecutive ordinates must be uniform throughout the length of the base. If
the interval is not the same the base line may be divided into different sections, each having the
same interval. The areas may be calculated separately and the total area may be obtained by
adding the areas of each seen.
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SIMPSON’S RULE :In this rule, the boundaries between the ends of the ordinates are assumed to form an are of a parabola.
Hence simpson’s rule is called the parabolic rule.
Let O1, O2, O3 = three consecutive ordinates
d = Common distance between the ordinates
Area AFeDC = area of trapecium
AFDC + area of segment FeDEF

Here,

CHAPTER - 08
2 MARKS QUESTIONS ANSWER
1.

Write down the sources of plotting error in plane table surveying. [2019(w),1(i)]

Ans.

Error of plotting is a common source of an accuracy and can only be minimized by drawing fine lines.
The errors are accumulative if the survey is extended form a small base to larger area.
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2.

What is orientation ? Why is it done ? [2019(w) 1 (J)]

Ans.

In this operation, the plane table is set at a station such that its edges make a fixed angle with a final
direction. In case the table is not correctly oriented of each station, the location of detail points obtained
by one of the methods of place tabling i.e. Radiation, Resection or Intersection.

3.

What is the principle of plane table surveying ? [2017 1-C(w)]

Ans.

The principle of place tabling is parallel is m, meant are parallel to the lines from the stations to the
objects on the ground.

4.

Name the accessories used on plane table ? [2019-1-i (w)]

Ans.

a. Plane table b. Alidade c. The Spirit level d. The compass e. The U – Fork or plumbing Fork with plum
bob.

6 MARKS QUESTIONS ANSWER
1.

Classify traffic Island with neat sketches. [2018, 7 (b)]

Ans.

The various errors in plane table surveying are
(i)

Instrumental error

(ii)

Errors of plotting

(iii)

Errors of manipution sighting

(iv)

Error due to in a durable centering

The followings precautions are to be taken in plane table surveying.
(i)

This surveying is not done in rainy season.

(ii)

This survey is also not carried on moist weather. It is only done in dry whethers.

(iii)

Due to simultaneously angular, linear measurement and plotting in the field. It should be done
properly and consciously.

(iv)

Setting instrument is done carefully. Working operation i.e. fixing the plane table on triped, setting
up plane sighting the ground stations intersected point should be done carefully and properly.

2.
Ans.

Write down the procedure adopted for setting up plane table over a station. [2017 (w),1(b)] [2018(w) 1 (b)]
Soln :(i)

Fixing the table on the tripod stand :- The tripod stand is placed over the required station with its
legs well apart. Then the table is fixed on if by wing nut at the bottom.

(ii)

Leveling the table :- The table is leveled by placing the spirit level at different corners and various
positions on the table. The bubble is brought to the centre of its run at every positions of the table
by adjusting the legs.

(iii)

Centering the table :- The drawing sheet is fixed on the table. A suitable point is selected on the
sheet to represent the station P on the ground. A pin is then fixed on this selected point. The
upper pointed end of the U-fork is made in contact with the station pin and the plump bob which is
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suspended from the look at the lower end is brought just over the station P by turning the table
clockwise or anticlockwise or slightly adjusting the legs. This operation is called centering.
(iv)

Marking the north line :- The trough compass is placed on the right hand top corner with its north
end approximately towards the north. Then the compass is turned clockwise or anticlockwise so
that the needle exactly coincides with the 0-0 mark.

(v)

Orientation :- When plane table survey is to be conducted by connecting several stations,
successive station. It may be done by magnetic needle or by the back sighting method. The back
sighting process is always preferred because it is reliable.

3.

Write principle steps in plane tabling.2018-Q-6-C

Ans.

Principle of plane table surveying :-

 The principle of plane tabling is based on the fact that the lines joining the points on the plane tables, are
made to lie parallel to their corresponding lines joining the ground while working at each station.
 The principle can be best understood by considering the graphical reduction of a triangle to the given
dimensions.
 The base of the triangle is plotted on the desired scale and the base angles are plotted directly by turning
the alidade at each end.
 The intersection of the rays gives the desired location of the triangle vertex.
 The plane table surveying may be defined as graphical construction of straight lines, angles and triangles
for plotting detail points.
CHAPTER - 04
8 MARKS QUESTIONS ANSWER
PLANE TABLE
1.

What is two point and three point problem explain with neat sketches and procedures of solving above
problems ?2019-w-Q-6

Ans.

Three point method of resection :Finding the location of the station occupied by a plane table on the sheet, by means of sighting to three
will defined points whose locations have previously been plotted on the sheet, is known as three points
problem.
In this method, the plane table is set up with the help of three known point without visiting them.
Let a, b, c represent the locations of A, B, C three ground stations and P represents the instrument
position, the location of which is to be determined. The table is said to be oriented when rays drawn from
three points of intersection of three rays is the required location of the instruments station P.
The orientation of the plane table by three point method can be achieved by one of the following method.
(a)

Mechanical Method

(b)

Graphical Method

(c)

Trial and Error Method or Lehmann’s Method.

(a)

Mechanical Method :Let A, B and C be three known points whose locations on the sheet are respectively, a, b, c. The
instruments stations P is represented by p.
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Procedure :(i)

Set up the plane table on the station P. Orient it roughly with the help of a magnetic

compass or by eye judgment.
(ii)

Fix a tracing paper large enough to include the location of all the four points on the sheet.
Math a point p on the tracing paper to represent the instrument position.

(iii)

Pivoting the alidade about P’, sight A, B, C in turn and draw ray, P’A, P’B and P’C on the
tracing paper.

(iv)

Now, remove the tracing paper. Move it on the sheet in such a way that lines P’A, P’B
and P’C are made to pass through the plotted locations a, b and c of the ground stations
respectively.

(v)

Prick through the point p’ to get the location P of station P on the sheet.

(vi)

Align the alidade along the longest ray. (assuming A to be the parthese point). Rotate the
table until the point A is sighted.

(vii)

Pivoting the alidade about the locations b and c, draw rays from stations B and C. These
rays should also pass through the point P.
It may be noted that accuracy of the work depends upon the accuracy with which
lines are drawn from the assumed position of the instruments stations on the tracing
paper and also upon the lines drawn. This method may be used only to survey detail
points. It should not be used for providing control point.

(b)

Graphical Method :There are various methods for solving a three points problem graphically. Only important ones
haves been describe here.
(i)

Bessel’s Method

(ii)

Perpendicular Method

(iii)

Method of Arcs

(i)

Bessel’s Method :Let A, B and C be the ground stations whose locations on the sheet are represented by
a, b and c respectively. Let P represent the instrument station P.
Procedure :(i)

Set up the instrument on the station P.

(ii)

Align the alidade along ba and recite the table till station A is sighted. Clamp
the table.
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(iii)

Pivoting the alidade about b, sight the third stations C and draw a ray.

(iv)

Align the alidade along a, b and rotate till station B is sighted. Clamp the table.

(v)

Pivoting the alidade about a, sight the third station C and draw a ray to intersect
the ray bc at d.

(vi)

Join dc. Keeping the alidade along dc rotate the table till station C is sighted.
Clamp the table which is now correctly oriented.

(vii)

Pivoting the alidade about a and b sight A and B is turn and draw rays to
intersect on the line dc (or procedure), if the work is accurate.
This method is sometimes valled as Bessels’ Method of described
quadrilatiral as the points a, b, c and p lie on the circle passing through them.

(ii)

Perpendicular Method :Let A, B and C be the ground station a, b and c be their locations on the sheet. The
location of the instrument station may be obtained by sighting to the given three stations.

Procedure :(i)

Draw a line ad perpendicular to ba at a.

(ii)

Align the alidade along da and rotate the table till station A is sighted. Clamp the
table.

(iii)

Pivoting the alidade about b, sight B and draw a ray through b to intersect
ad at d.

(iv)

Draw a line cm perpendicular to be at c.

(v)

Align the alidade along mc and rotate the table till station c is sighted. Clamp
the table.

(iii)

(vi)

Pivoting the alidaded about b, sight B. Draw a ray through b to intersect cm at m.

(vii)

Join dm and drop a perpendicular bn from b on dm.

(viii)

n is the required location of the instrument stations.

Method of Arcs :The three point problem may also be solved by the method of arcs as described below.
(i)

Let A, B and C be the ground stations whose locations on the sheet are a, b and
c respectively.

(ii)

Let P be the place table position whose locations P is described.

Procedure :(i)

Set up the plane table at P and level it carefully.

(ii)

By eye estimation, orient the plane table such that the locations of points towards
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their respective ground stations A, B and C.
(iii)

Join a, b, c to form a triangle abc.

(iv)

Pivoting the alidade about a, b and cin turn, sight respective ground stations A, B
and C and draw rays.

(v)

Locate the points of intersections of the ray from A and B ab from B and C as bc
and from A and C as ac.

(vi)

Draw a circle to pass through a, b and ab. Draw another circle to pass through
b, c and bc.

(vii)

The point p at which these circles intersection is the required location of the
plane table station.

(viii)

Align the alidade along pa (assuming A to be farthest station) and rotate the lable
to sight the ground station A.

(ix)

Draw rays from ground station B and C.

These rays shall pass through p, if the orienation is correct.
(c)

Trial and Error Method :In this method the location of the station occupied, is determined by trial and error. This method
has invented by a well known mathematician Lehmann’s Method. After errentation by eye
judgement or with the help of a magnetic compass, rays are drawn to A, B, C pivoting the alidade
about a, b, c. If the orientation is correct the rays will intersect at one point which gives the
required locations of the instrument position. This is seldom possible to get an intersection of
three rays at a point. Generally three rays intersect forming a small triangle known as triangle of
error. The size of the triangle of error depends upon the angular error in the orientation. There are
three cases which are to be considered while solving the triangle of error, graphically.

(i)

The two point problem statement :“Finding the location of the station occupied by the table on the sheet, by means of sighting to
two well defined points whose location have previously been plotted on the sheet known as the
two point problem”.
Let there be two points A and B whose locations have been plotted as a and b on the
sheet. Let c be the instrument position whose location is required.
Procedure :(i)

Choose an auxiliary point D such that CD is approximately parallel and roughly equal to
AB by eye judgement.

(ii)

Orient the table over the point C such that locations a and b lie parallel to their ground
positions A and B. This can be down eye judgement. Clamp the table.
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(iii)

Pivoting the alidade about a and b draw rays to intersect at A (1st position)

(iv)

Pivoting the alidade about C, sight the station D and draw a ray. Also draw rays at the
extremities of the alidade.

(v)

Shift the table to station D and orient it accurately with the back ray method, ensuring that
the ray cd passes through a point vertically above the ground mark.

(vi)

Pivoting the alidade about a and b, draw resecters which will intersect on the line draw
from c if the orcentcetien was correct.

(vii)

If not, pivoting the alidade about the point of intersection of the rays drawn C and
obtained from a, sight the station B.

(viii)

Align the alidade along the line ab’ and fix a point E in the line of sight, not a great
distance.

(ix)

Align the alidade along ab and rotate the table until the point E is again sighted. Clamp
the table.

(x)

Pivoting the alidade about a and b draw resctors to interact at d. Pivoting the alidade
about d draw a rays towards C.

(xi)

Shift the table to C. Orient it with a back ray method. Pivoting the alidade about a and b
draw rays. The rays in direct on the line drawn from D to given the correction location of
the station C.

2.

Write short notes on radiation method and traversing method in plane table surveying ? [2017-Q-7-C (w)]

Ans.

Plane table surveying may be carried out by one of the following methods :-

 Radiation method
 Intersection method
 Traversing method
 Resection method
Traversing Method :- The method of traversing by a plane table is similar to that of compass and
theodolite traverse. In plane table traverse, the table is set at each successive station, a foresight is taken
to the rent station and its location is plotted on the foresight, by measuring the distance directly between
the two stations.
Principle of Traversing Method :- The principle of traversing is similar to that of radiation method. Plane
table traversing is always carried out in a closed circuit or it may originate from and close on known points
or other resected points.
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Procedure :- The plane table traverse is carried out as follows :Recommoitre the area to be surveyed for selecting a number of stations, sufficiently for a part,
ascertaining their intervisibility and feasibility of chaining.
Set up the plane table over the starting station A. Transfer the ground point with a U-fork on the sheet.
Orient the plane table approximately so that the area to be surveyed, falls on the table.
Draw a magnetic north line with a box compass.
With the alidade pivoted at a, the assumed location of A, sight the neat station B. Draw a ray along the
fidacial edge of the alidade and also its extremities are marked on both the edges of the plane table.
Measure the distance AB accurately and plot a line ab on the scale of survey.
Shift the table to station B. Centre the plane table such that ray ab passes vertically above the ground
point B.
Place the alidade along the ray ba. Rotate the table til ground station A is sighted, clamp it.
Pivoting the alidade about b, sight next station C. Measure BC and plot be on the the ray drawn towards
the station C. The plane table is set-up on other succeding stations till the last station is plotted. The
plotted position of the last station should normally coincide with the location of the first station, in case of
a closed circuit. The distance between the two locations of the starting station if any is known as ‘closing
error’.
1. Radiation :- This method is suitable for locating the objects from a single station. In this method, rays
are drawn from the station to the objects, and the distances from the station to the objects are
measured and plotted to any suitable scale along the respective rays.
Procedure :(a)

Suppose P is a station on the ground from where the objects A, B, C and D are visible.

(b)

The plane table is set up over the station P. A drawing sheet is fixed on the table, which
is then leveled and centered. A point p is selected on the sheet to represent the station P.

(c)

The north line is marked on the right-hand top corner of the sheet with trough compass or
circular box compass.

(d)

With the alidade touching p, the ranging rods at A, B, C and D are bisected and the rays
drawn.
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(e)

The distances PA, PB, PC, and PO are measured and plotted to any suitable scale to
obtain the points a, b, c, and d, representing the objects A, B, C and D (Fig.), on paper.
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